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Complete design &  
installation, from  
inception to completion

Bespoke  
Aluminium 
Glazing
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With a combined experience of almost 25 years in 
the industry, Urban & Grey is dedicated to providing 
the highest level of customer service while offering a 
su- perior product portfolio, handpicking aluminium 
glazing systems from the best of both British and 
European manufacturers.

We specialise in providing the very  
best-quality engineered contemporary aluminium 
glazed structures, designed to encourage abundant 
levels of natural daylight into homes and  
workplaces; maximise external views and provide 
incredible ther- mal efficiency.

We offer a complete design and installation service 
from inception to completion, including site  
surveys and technical drawings. We work closely 
with architects, builders and interior designers, 
some of whom we have built long-standing  
relationships with. 

Outstanding range of bespoke  
aluminium glazing systems  
from Urban & Grey

Being an independent company, we are dedicated to 
sourcing the best glazing systems that the in- dustry 
has to offer. We constantly strive to keep up to date 
with the latest technology and contemporary designs 
available from within the UK and Europe.

With quality fabrication and unrivalled thermal  
performance, we are confident that we will have a 
system to meet both your requirements and budget, 
providing tailor-made solutions to fit your brief. 
Customer service is key to our success and we pride 
ourselves on our client-focussed project management.

Our professional team of industry-experienced staff 
will oversee your project from inception to  
comple- tion, providing site surveys and detailed 
technical drawings. Specified by architects,  
recommended by contractors, referred by clients.
 

property to  
the next level

Taking your 
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There’s no need to lose the view with our beautiful 
bespoke glazing designs. Blend home and garden 
with a range of clever solutions that work  
seamlessly with your property. Bring the outside in 
and enjoy year-round use of your living space.

Open up your 
home to a new 
perspective
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Connecting home 
and garden to  
deliver the ultimate 
in modern living

A room 
with a view 
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Each project is unique, but all our clients have one shared 
desire – to make the most of the potential their homes can 
offer them and their families.
 
Opening up and bring space to your rooms, moving 
smoothly from entertaining to dining to relaxing,  
bringing the outside in… all create a fresh concept and 
style. 
 
Turning your dream into a reality may seem quite  
challenging and daunting; however, at Urban & Grey, 
working closely with our clients to understand how their 
environment and how the family’s living space works is 
of prime importance. You need experts who can share 
your vision of how you want your home to look and feel.

unrivalled performance
Sleek profiles, 
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Giving your project 
the full potential
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The service you will receive from our 
dedicated expert team will be unique 
and bespoke to your project.  So, you 
can relax knowing your project is in 
safe hands from concept to creation. 

Our service offering can also be  
tailored to your needs and desires 
that suit your project at whatever 
stage your development is at.  
 
Each client can talk to us directly, 
there are no third parties to deal with, 
as all our work is managed in-house.

From concept 
to creation
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Our sliding glass door systems offer remarkable 
design features with incredible energy efficiency. 
Each product utilises maximum glass for a stunning 
architectural impact, whilst providing unobstructed 
views of your much-loved outside spaces.

Make an impact 
with sliding doors
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Our beautifully engineered range of bespoke  
alumin- ium folding doors feature sleek profiles, 
integrated ironmongery and options for impressive 
thermal efficiency. In short, it’s the perfect  
combination of style and performance.

Our complete range of aluminium folding door  
systems sets the industry standard for build  
quality and thermal value. Each product in this 
range is designed to easily combine single and  
double windows, fixed glazing, and slide-and-tilt 
windows and doors, to create a configuration that 
meets your exact requirements. These low-E glazing 
units are not only highly thermally efficient but  
extremely secure too, with three-point locking  
mechanisms resulting in contemporary aesthetics 
and truly safe all-purpose aluminium bifold doors.

Supremely  
engineered  
aluminium  
folding doors
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Encourage abundant natural daylight into your 
home and make a stunning architectural  
statement in the process. Purchase your flat roof 
window through us and you can be sure of a  
rooflight that is designed truly fit for purpose, 
refined through rigorous prototyping and  
manufactured in-house in the UK.

Each skylight supplied by us surpasses the  
most stringent standards for air permeability, 
weather tightness and wind resistance. Not only 
fantastic designs for your home externally, these 
designs work for your interiors too, providing  
comfortable living environments, zero  
condensation and minimal heat loss.

From electrically operated opening skylights 
to internal floor lights built to be walked upon, 
come and visit the Urban & Grey showroom to 
see some of our stunning skylights in situ.

See your home  
in a new light

Roof lights 
and skylights
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Urban skies 
Fixed roof lights are a stunning addition to  
modern and old properties alike, flooding  
natural light into any room with a stunning, 
sleek flush-glazed roof light.  
 
We can make fixed roof lights in any shape and 
size. Our skylights fit over insulated kerbs on a 
5-degree fall. Solar control glass is supplied as 
standard to ensure you are cool in summer and 
warm in winter.

The maximum length in one pane is 5,000mm, 
and for large roof light applications we can 
provide silicone abutting joins rather than 
heavy-duty support rafters, giving a stylish  
con- temporary look while maximising light.

Urban walk-on floor lights
Our walk-on roof lights and floor lights are 
flush-fitting glass panels that maintain the 
function of the floor while illuminating the room 
below with an abundance of natural light.

Urban electric opening roof lights.
The opening roof lights are elegant in design 
with the addi- tional benefit of being able to be 
opened and closed electrically, with a flick of 
switch, allowing you to maximise the natural 
light and& ventilation into your home.

Urban lantern roof lights
Contemporary and frameless in design, the  
lantern roof lights are engineered to maximise 
the amount of natural light, while adding  
volume and space to your room.
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Our opening and fixed aluminium glazing  
products can be utilised in many ways to create 
impressive living and work spaces with  
frameless finishes maximising external views 
and levels of natural daylight; ideal for both 
high-value residential and commercial projects.

Opening or  
fixed glazing –  
maximising light  
and space 

With versatile frame finishes, including the 
option for a wide range of colours both inside 
and out, our aluminium windows can be the 
perfect complement to the aesthetics of any 
property.

Combine this with impressive thermal  
performance and U-values and it’s not hard 
to see why so many choose Urban & Grey for 
their glazing.
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Our complete range of steel replacement windows 
and doors, steel look screens and Heritage windows 
and doors are specially designed to provide a  
replacement for old metal windows and doors. 

We offer a range of casement windows, single or 
double doors with optional screens and room  
dividers. By using aluminium Steel replacement 
windows and doors you get a very similar sight lines 
to existing steel windows such as those found in 
many residential homes built in the 1920’s.  
We replicate original vents such as stepped steel, 
slimline steel windows and the matching putty lines 
you often find in bay and casement windows.
 
We can also use our innovative aluminium Steel 
Look Window system to create fixed glazed screens 
in large or small sizes, with the multi-panel  
arrangement found in traditional metal screens and 
steel room dividers.
 
We provide super-slim single doors or double doors 
that re-create the panelled lock body found in old 
steel doors. We can create matching side panels, or 
top lights and include the run-through glazing bars 
typical of traditional metal windows.

Steel Replacement
Windows and Doors
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Our glazed lightweight roofing systems feature 
thermally broken and insulated aluminium posts, 
beams and glazing bars that give you virtually end-
less design possibilities and significant levels  
of natural daylight for your property.

Each design we make, from simple lean-to roofs to 
complex conservatory structures, is subjected to 
rigorous testing by our Swiss-based engineering 
team ensuring a stunning energy-efficient and 
durable end result.

The versatility of our Hawaii80 system enables 
us to inte- grate with all our other vertical glazing 
systems, to create a beautifully bespoke glazing 
solution that’s as unique as your property.

Versatile roofing 
systems – let  
light flood in
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Clever glazing solutions for a 
stunning architectural impact

Maximum glass,
minimal framework
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The perfect combination of  
strength, style and privacy

Introducing our stunning contemporary  
aluminium composite entrance door range, 
exceptional thermal performance which exceeds 
British standards, combined with German  
engineered locking systems, which carries the 
secured by design certification and BSI Kite marks 
and a visually stunning entrance which perfectly 
complements any property. Available in 24 panels 
styles and any RAL Colour finish.
 
For a more traditional property we have our 
stunning oak doors, providing strength, stability 
and great thermal efficiency, Manufactured using 
engineered solid timbers and exceptional core 
insulation, fitted with PAS 24 Multi point locking 
systems, BS standard lock cylinders key locking or 
handle operated. Finished in either an oakwood 
stain or a painted finish in a chosen RAL.

Residential  
Front Doors
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We understand that home improvements will be  
a significant financial investment for any property  
owner. That’s why all of our products come with 
HomePro insurance-backed guarantees,  
protecting your investment in a way that other 
guarantees do not.

HomePro is one of the UK’s leading  
insurance-backed guarantee pro- viders.  
Our relationship with them protects your  
project with us from start to finish and beyond.

So, when purchasing your stunning new  
aluminium glazing, you can have ultimate peace 
of mind with our HomePro insurance-backed 
guarantee, all at no extra cost to you. 

YOUR DREAM, OUR VISION

Buy with  
confidence

Customer satisfaction is  
at the heart of what we do

We pride ourselves on delivering ultimate 
quality, outstanding expertise and after 
sales care.

Working in partnership with you, we will 
advise on the optimum approach to create 
the perfect lifestyle environment for you 
that works with your needs and budget.
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Come and see what we can do for you.
Our showroom is situated in a Victorian  
boatyard overlook- ing the River Thames  
on the road to Hampton Court Palace. 

It is a calm and relaxed environment where our 
clients can meet with us to discuss their  
upcoming project and take in the stunning view. 
So, why not come and experience our glazing for 
yourself? We’d be delighted to see you.

Your dream,  
our vision
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Urban & Grey Ltd
Constable’s Boatyard
5-9 Thames Street
Hampton
TW12 2EW

t: 020 3627 9702
e: info@urbanandgrey.co.uk
w: urbanandgrey.co.uk

To request further information
or arrange a personal consultation, 
please contact us by phone or email.


